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“It is a case of spies, watching spies, watching
spies: the cyber triangle between Israel, Russia
and US”

Events
18/10/2017
GDPR Conference | Cyber
Security EU 2017 (Leeds)
31/10/2017
European Cyber security
Challenge 2017 (Malaga)

Cyber Policy, Diplomacy & Legal Framework








In their first Law Enforcement and Cybersecurity Dialogue,
Video
China and the United States pledged to produce stronger
and closer bilateral cooperation in counter-narcotics,
 Ansip: Free flow of
cybersecurity, repatriation and other fields.
data could raise
The United States and Ukraine conducted the first United
European salaries
 As Washington
States-Ukraine Bilateral Cyber Dialogue in Kyiv, Ukraine, on
accused Moscow of
September 29, 2017.
cyber attacks, HP
A group of lawyers are pressuring EU legislators to propose
Enterprise let Russia
rules that could force internet platforms to hand over data
review same software
that belongs to another person who had died or is being
used by Pentagon
cared for
Estonia is hosting a summit focused on technology issues the
29th September but will have to battle for EU leaders’ attention less than one week after the
German election, a fresh round of Brexit talks and French President Emmanuel Macron’s
proposals on the future of Europe.



The High Court in Ireland wants the European
Court of Justice to decide on a case that
could have huge implications on Facebook
data transfers from Europe to the United States.

Cyber Security








The European Commission will add funds and
new powers for the EU cyber security agency
and introduce a range of measures to limit
threats from hackers, Commission President
Jean-Claude Juncker announced
How is the EU executive trying to extend
broadband coverage and democratise the
internet, as well as protecting our privacy as
hacker
attacks
become
more
commonplace?
EU technology chief Andrus Ansip predicted
that member states will ask for money from a
planned European emergency fund if they
suffer major hacking attacks, despite wariness
over the EU stepping up its cyber security plans
171,000 Irish firms could be Vulnerable to Cyber
Attacks

Cyber Warfare, Intelligence and Terrorism






Israeli intelligence officers looked on real time,
as Russian government hackers searched
computers around the world for the code
names of American intelligence programs.
North Korea has opened a second internet
connection with the outside world, this time via
Russia, a move which cyber security experts
said could give Pyongyang greater capability
to conduct cyber attacks.
North Korea vs USA: can Trump use cyber to
stop nuclear weapons?

The Center recommends:


Cybertech Rome 2017



Cyber Security week 2017



Cyberlympics Global Final



With U.S. President Donald Trump threatening
to walk away from the nuclear deal,
cybersecurity experts say it is likely Iran could
resume its attacks against Western targets

Cyber Opportunities: Economy, Research &
Innovation








Aside from Silicon Valley, cyber security
innovation starts to come from other regions.
Two years ago this month, Europe's first cyber
security accelerator opened in London
aiming to change this.
To stay ahead of the everchanging global
threat
landscape,
enterprises
are
transitioning from traditional, premises-based
security
measures
to
next-generation
solutions that both simplify and bolster their
defenses.
China-Serbia
cooperation
on
the
development of Information Silk Road is due
to start with exchanges in fields of electronic
trade, logistics and market information, smart
cities and online tourism
Tech companies are laying their own
undersea cables: Google, Facebook and
Microsoft want more control over the internet’s basic infrastructure

“In relazione alle disposizioni del D.Lgs.n. 196/2003 (Codice della Privacy) La informiamo che i suoi dati verranno trattati da Center for
Cyber Security and International Relation Studies al solo fine dell’invio della presente comunicazione e non verranno fatti oggetto di
divulgazione o comunicazione alcuna. In ogni momento Le sarà possibile richiedere la rimozione del proprio indirizzo di posta elettronica,
dalla mailing list di cyber@cssii.unifi.

